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SUMMARY

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is not a unitary electroclini-

cal imaging syndrome. We asked if seizures arising from

the parahippocampal-inferior temporal (PIT) region dif-

fer from those associated with hippocampal sclerosis

(HS). The electroclinical features of 22 patients with HS

and 14 patients with lesions in the PIT region who under-

went epilepsy surgery and were seizure free for at least

2 years postoperatively were analyzed retrospectively.

Patients with PIT lesions had a higher frequency of hyper-

motor and bilateral features and a lower frequency of

behavioral arrest at the onset of seizure compared to

cases with HS, suggesting that TLE originating in the PIT

area can mimic frontal lobe epilepsy or contralateral

mesial TLE.
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Based on analysis of an initial small series (Pillay et al.,
2009), we hypothesized that seizures arising from the pos-
teroinferior temporal (PIT) region would have more fre-
quent ‘‘extratemporal’’ features (including hypermotor
features) than seizures associated with hippocampal sclero-
sis (HS), and we retrospectively analyzed the preoperative
work-up of patients with definite HS and those with definite
foci in the PIT region.

We aimed to determine if the clinical features of seizures
in patients with lesions in the PIT region differed from those
with HS.

Methods

Subject population
One hundred thirty-four patients were admitted to Austin

Health and had a subsequent temporal lobe surgery between
April 2000 and October 2006. Only the 36 patients with
either clear HS (confirmed histopathologically) (22
patients) or with lesions in the PIT region (14 patients) who
had a seizure-free period [International League Against Epi-
lepsy (ILAE) Class I] for 2 years postoperatively were

included. The patients included 18 females with a mean age
of 35 years (range 12–58 years). The mean age at seizure
onset was 17 years (range 1–43 years) with no significant
difference between the two groups (t test, p < 0.05), and the
mean duration of epilepsy was 22 years (range 3–47 years).
Four of these patients have been included in a previous
report (Pillay et al., 2009).

The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies of each
patient were reviewed by two independent epileptologists
(GJ, RB) who were blinded to the patients’ clinical history
and video–electroencephalography (EEG) monitoring
(VEM) findings. Based on the imaging findings, the patients
were divided into two groups: (1) Unilateral hippocampal
sclerosis (HS group). (2) Unilateral parahippocampal/
inferior temporal lesion (PIT group).

The location of the lesion for each patient in the PIT
group is shown in Table S1.

Video-EEG review
Two investigators (LM and AS), who were blinded to the

clinical history and imaging findings of the patients, inde-
pendently reviewed the video-monitoring data acquired
from all 36 patients.

The parameters used to describe the clinical features were
motionless with staring, oral automatisms, mild manual and
pedal automatisms, eye blinking, upper limb dystonia,
dysphasia/aphasia, head deviation, and hypermotor automa-
tisms.
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The EEG data were reviewed by one investigator (AS).
Ictal onset was identified when a sudden change, such as
attenuation of background rhythms, cessation of interictal
activity or rhythmic discharges, or a spike-and-wave
pattern with definite evolution in frequency, location, or
morphologic features, occurred. Special attention was paid
to lateralization and intrahemispheric or interhemispheric
spread.

Analysis
Continuous variables (age of onset and seizure dura-

tion) were statistically compared between the two groups
using the students t test. The relative frequency of clinical
symptoms was statistically compared using the Z test for
two proportions. Results were deemed to be statistically
significant if a p value < 0.05 was achieved. The study
was approved by the Austin Health Ethics Committee,
and written informed consent was obtained from all
patients.

Results

Clinical semiology
The VEM data of a total of 131 seizures (84 in the HS

group and 47 in the PIT group) were reviewed. The mean
duration of seizures recorded from patients in the HS group
was 76 s (26–151 s) and in the PIT group it was 70 s (17–
106 s), with no statistically significant difference between
the two groups (t-test, p < 0.05). The clinical features
observed in the patients of each group are summarized in
Fig. 1.

The main significant differences between the two groups
were observed at the onset of seizures, where motionless
staring was very common in patients with HS (81%, n = 20)
and seen only in 43% (n = 6) of the patients in the PIT group
(Z test, p < 0.05). Similarly, hypermotor automatisms, such
as complex and repetitive leg, arm, trunk, or head automa-
tisms were observed only in the PIT group (0 in the HS group
and 43%, n = 6 in the PIT group; Z test, p < 0.05) (Fig. 1). A
more extensive description of motor behaviors observed in
the 14 cases from the PIT group is shown in Table S2.

When upper limb dystonia was observed, it was always
contralateral to the side with the seizure focus in the HS
group and in all but one of the patients in the PIT group.

In the seizures recorded in the HS group, when the onset
was characterized by behavioral arrest, the first automa-
tisms occurred within 25 s after onset and were predomi-
nantly ipsilateral to the seizure focus.

In the seizures recorded in the PIT group, the clinical
onset was more obvious in most of the patients. When auto-
matisms occurred, they were observed at onset in 44%
(n = 4 of 9) of the patients and followed onset by a mean of
25 s in the rest. Unilateral automatisms were observed in
22% (n = 2 of 9) of those patients.

EEG Features
The mean duration of seizures recorded was 69 s (28–

150 s) in the HS group and 70 s (27 – 101 s) in the PIT
group, with no significant difference between the two
groups (t-test, p < 0.05).

In the HS group, the EEG onset followed clinical onset
in 50% (n = 11) of patients. This occurred within a mean of

Figure 1.

Distribution of clinical features

observed in 22 cases of temporal

lobe epilepsy (TLE) with hippo-

campal sclerosis (HS) and 14 cases

with parahippocampal–inferior

temporal lesions. *Represents the

features that were significantly

different in the two groups.
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8 s. The EEG changes preceded clinical onset by a mean of
3 s in one patient and coincided with clinical onset in 14%
(n = 3) of the patients. Seizures recorded from 23% (n = 5)
of the patients showed heterogeneous onsets, with some
having a clinical onset and others having an electrographic
onset. No clear ictal rhythms could be seen in two patients at
onset.

In the PIT group, the EEG onset followed clinical onset in
29% (n = 4 of 14) of the patients. This was observed within
a mean of 19 s. The EEG onset preceded clinical onset by a
mean of 8 s in 29% (n = 4) of the patients and coincided
with clinical onset in 7% (n = 1). Seizures recorded from
21% (n = 3) of the patients showed both features, with some
having a clinical onset and others having an electrographic
onset. No EEG records were available for the remaining two
patients.

There were no differences in terms of localization or
spread to the contralateral hemisphere between the two
groups (Table 1).

Discussion

In the current study, hypermotor and bilateral motor fea-
tures were much more common in the PIT group compared
to the HS one, whereas the main distinguishing characteris-
tic in the HS group was the predominance of behavioral
arrest at the onset of seizures.

Hypermotor seizure patterns are typical of frontal lobe
epilepsy (Williamson et al., 1985; Kotagal et al., 2003),
although complex motor behaviors or hypermotor manifes-
tations have also been reported in patients with temporal
lobe epilepsy (TLE) (Duchowny et al., 1994; Nobili et al.,
2004; Carreno et al., 2005; Mai et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2008;). The precise symptomatogenic zone for these hyper-
motor seizures remains largely unknown, although there is
increasing evidence that it could be located in the anterior

cingulate cortex (San Pedro et al., 2000), the orbitofrontal
cortex (Bartolomei et al., 2002), or both. Our results would,
therefore, suggest that seizures arising from more posterior-
inferior mesial structures of the temporal lobe are more
prone to spread to these regions than seizures arising from
the hippocampus. Anatomic data support the presence of
widespread interconnections between the PIT region and
frontal structures. These interconnections have been demon-
strated in vivo with intracranial EEG studies (Lacruz et al.,
2007) and with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). Powell et al.
(2004) demonstrated through DTI tractography the connec-
tivity between the parahippocampal gyrus and other areas of
the human brain, including the orbitofrontal region. Other
studies focused on the uncinate fasciculus, which connects
the superior and inferior temporal gyri and entorhinal, peri-
rhinal, and parahippocampal cortices with frontal areas
(Price et al., 2008). It would seem that these intrahemispher-
ic connections are more preferentially utilized by seizures
arising from extrahippocampal mesial structures than those
arising in the hippocampus.

Similarly, patients in the PIT group were more likely to
have bilateral clinical features than patients in the HS group.
This would imply rapid involvement of motor areas of both
hemispheres in seizures initiated in extrahippocampal struc-
tures probably through the anterior or temporal neocortical
commissures.

In summary, our data suggest that TLE originating in the
vicinity of the parahippocampal region can be a mimic of
frontal lobe epilepsy, or bilateral mesial TLE, and warrant
consideration of careful evaluation of the parahippocampal
inferior temporal region. Evaluation should include
exhaustive imaging investigations, such as optimized high
quality MRI scans (Pillay et al., 2009), or intracranial
exploration when appropriate when hypermotor or bilateral
features are observed in a patient without any other
obvious explanation.

Table 1. Electroclinical features of seizure onset for all seizures recorded

Group

Clinical EEG

State, % of

seizures

Mean

duration,

seconds

(range)

Time

to first

movement,

seconds

(range)

Bilateral

features,

% of seizures

Onset,

% of seizures

Mean

duration,

seconds

(range)

Lateralization,

% of seizures

Localization,

% of seizures

Contralateral

spread,

% of seizures

HS 77 Awake;

23 asleep

76 (26–151) 25 (7–59) 19 10 EEG;

61 clinical;

15 both;

3 no clear onset

70 (13–150) 50 Left;

30 right;

17 bilateral;

3 no clear onset

77 AT;

10 PT;

5 Fr;

5 diffuse;

3 no clear onset

56

PIT 61 Awake:

39 asleep

70 (17–106) 23 (3–63) 57 37 EEG;

46 clinical;

6 both;

11 No EEG

70 (27–101) 13 Left;

43 right;

33 bilateral;

11 no EEG

74 AT;

2 PT;

2 Fr;

11 diffuse

11 no EEG

57

AT, Anterior temporal; EEG, electroencephalography; Fr, frontal; HS, hippocampal sclerosis; PIT, parahippocampal-inferior temporal; PT, posterior temporal.
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inferior temporal region.

Table S2. Description of motor behaviors in the patients
in the PIT group.
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